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A new pH oscillator has been discovered involving the system of NaClO2, Na2SO3, and H2SO4 in a continuous-
flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR). While ClO2- serves as an oxidant in numerous systems exhibiting nonlinear
dynamical behavior, this is the first reported chlorite-based pH oscillator. Large-amplitude oscillations in pH
and potential of a platinum electrode were observed over a rather narrow concentration range. Complex
dynamical behavior also was observed, including aperiodic oscillations, bistability between steady states,
bistability between steady state and oscillatory state, bursting, a possible third steady state, and damped
oscillations in batch. Autocatalytic oxidation of HSO3

- by ClO2
- is a major source of positive feedback in

H+. A fast Cl+-transfer reaction between HOCl and SO3
2- is an important source of negative feedback.

Oscillations were also obtained in the presence of Na2CO3, with the dehydration reaction of H2CO3 providing
additional negative feedback. Models are proposed to account for observed behavior using computer simulations.
Comparisons are made to the ClO2

--I- and ClO2-I- oscillating systems, as well as to the general model for
chlorite-based chemical oscillators proposed by Rabai and Orban. A possible mechanism for chemical coupling
is proposed.

Introduction

Since the discovery of the first pH-regulated chemical
oscillator about 15 years ago,1 the number of pH oscillators
has grown rapidly. Recently, some promising ideas for practical
applications of pH oscillators have been proposed. One such
potential application involves development of temporally con-
trolled drug delivery systems;2,3 another has to do with simulat-
ing the periodic motion of muscular tissue by controlling the
mechanical motion of polymer hydrogel systems.4

All known pH oscillators have been studied in a continuous-
flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and require two types of
reactions involving H+: (1) an autocatalytic H+-producing
reaction (positive feedback); (2) an H+-consuming reaction
(negative feedback). These types of reactions have been
incorporated into a general model for systematic design of pH
oscillators.5,6

Typically, mixed Landolt-type systems, involving oxidation
of sulfur(IV) species by IO3-, BrO3

-, or H2O2, have been used
as the autocatalytic reactions. The negative feedback generally
has been provided by use of reductants, such as ferrocyanide,
thiosulfate, or thiourea (TU), along with the above-mentioned
oxidants. Simultaneous H+-consuming reactions also have been
used, such as in the recent application of the enzyme horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) to vary the strength of negative feedback in
a pH oscillator.7

A novel source of negative feedback not requiring a reductant
involves carbon(IV) species. Marble chips were used by Rabai
and Hanazaki8 to remove H+ ions generated by the autocatalytic
oxidation of sulfur(IV) by hydrogen peroxide in a CSTR. Rabai9

later found that marble could be replaced by NaHCO3 in a flow
system to produce chaotic pH oscillations, as long as there is
controlled removal of the CO2 formed by reaction of hydrogen
carbonate ions with acid.

Frerichs and Thompson10 reported periodic oscillations, both
in pH and in the potential of a Pt electrode, for a homogeneous
system in which Na2CO3 was used to consume H+ ions
produced by the same positive feedback source as above. The
main source of negative feedback in this homogeneous system
is the dehydration of H2CO3 to give aqueous CO2. Concentra-
tions of carbon dioxide in the latter case are at less than
saturation values, and the CO2 is not forcibly removed.

Chlorite-based oscillators involving the sulfur-containing
species S2O3

2-, SCN-, S2-, and thiourea have been known for
some time.11-14 A variety of complex dynamical behavior is
found in these systems. However, none of these has been
reported to be a pH oscillator. Also, the mechanisms for the
reactions involved are not well understood. With the goal of
designing a new pH oscillator, we considered the possibility of
replacing H2O2 with ClO2

- as the oxidant for SO32- in the
carbonate-based system.

The reaction between chlorite and sulfite ions in acid was
first studied by Halperin and Taube.15 They reported a very rapid
reaction, essentially complete in less than one minute at pH
1-5. Attempts by Edblom et al.16 to obtain oscillations with
the chlorite-sulfite-ferrocyanide system were unsuccessful,
although bistability was observed.

In the very useful general model for chlorite-based oscillators
developed by Rabai and Orban,17 it is surmised that the failure
to obtain oscillations in the chlorite-sulfite system is likely due
to the high value of the rate constant for the autocatalytic
reaction. No doubt a significant amount of negative feedback
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from carbonate or other sources is required if pH oscillations
are to be found.

The chlorite family of oscillators is the largest one known to
date, containing several subfamilies (such as the I-, IO3

-, and
BrO3

- branches), and accounts for a total of more than two
dozen oscillators.18 The first systematically designed homoge-
neous chemical oscillator contained chlorite, arsenite, and
iodate.19 Orban et al.20 reported SO32- to be among the
reductants giving oscillations with chlorite-based systems
involving either IO3

- or I2 as oxidants.
One of the most important and best understood of the minimal

oscillators of the subfamilies of chlorite oscillators is the
chlorite-iodide system. Next to the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
(BZ) reaction, the ClO2--I- reaction is perhaps the most widely
studied reaction in nonlinear dynamics, over 200 articles having
been published on it since 1981.21

One of our main goals in this study, in addition to designing
a new pH oscillator, is to gain an understanding of the chemical
reactions that account for the observed behavior of the system.
As will be brought out in the discussion below, we were rather
successful in doing this for the ClO2--SO3

2--CO3
2--H+

system.
As we began to understand better the apparent mechanism

for the above system, it occurred to us that pH oscillations
possibly could be obtained even without carbonate as a source
of negative feedback. This in fact was the case, meaning that
the ClO2

--SO3
2--H+ system is a new minimal oscillator. As

will be discussed below, our proposed model for the oscillatory
behavior of this system can be related both to the general model
for chlorite reactions and, more specifically, to the mechanism
for the chlorite-iodide reaction mentioned above.

Experimental Section

Reagent grade NaClO2, Na2SO3, Na2CO3, and H2SO4 were
used without further purification. The NaClO2 source was
Matheson, Coleman & Bell (MCB), and was determined by
iodometric titration with Na2S2O3 to have an assay of 98.2%.
All of the other reagents were distributed by Fisher (certified
ACS). The Na2SO3 had an assay of 99.6% and contained 0.03
meq/g titratable base. The assay of the Na2CO3 was 99.9%.

Solutions were prepared using triply distilled water, which
was first purged with N2. Since sulfite is sensitive to oxidation
by O2 in air, Na2SO3 solutions were prepared immediately before
use. Stock solutions of Na2CO3 and H2SO4 were prepared, the
latter being standardized by titration with standardized NaOH
using phenolphthalein as an indicator.

A Plexiglas water-jacketed reactor of volume 43.2 mL was
used for all CSTR experiments. The design of the reactor and
the procedure for performing a CSTR experiment have been
described previously.10 Reactant solutions were pumped into
the reactor through three inlet tubes by means of an IsmaTec
digital variable-speed pump with 1% reproducibility of flow
rate. A magnetic stirrer was used to ensure uniform mixing.
The stirring rate was about 500 rpm.

For experiments with carbonate, NaClO2 and H2SO4 were in
separate inlet streams, with Na2SO3 and Na2CO3 in the other
stream. In those experiments not involving carbonate, only Na2-
SO3 was in the third inlet stream. Throughout all experiments,
the solutions in their reservoirs were bubbled with N2, but not
the reactor itself.

Where possible, both the flow (F) and thermodynamic (T)
branches were obtained. Generally, both a strip chart recorder
and a MacLab data acquisition unit were used to record both

pH and the potential of a Pt electrode vs a calomel reference
electrode. All experiments were carried out at 25°C.

A number of batch experiments were done, especially to find
concentrations where the reaction might give oscillations in a
CSTR. The procedure that worked best was first to mix the
chlorite and sulfite solutions in the reaction vessel, then quickly
to add the sulfuric acid. When the system indicated possible
sensitivity to air, later experiments were done under a blanket
of N2 gas.

Results

NaClO2-Na2SO3-Na2CO3-H2SO4 System.As mentioned
above, the early experiments were done in the presence of
sodium carbonate. The approach used was to vary the amounts
of chlorite and sulfite while keeping the carbonate and acid
concentrations fixed. Concentrations used were [CO3

2-]0 ) 2.00
× 10-4 M and [H+]0 ) 3.40 × 10-4 M. This resulted in an
[H+]0:[CO3

2-]0 ratio of 1.70, roughly equal to that used in the
study of the homogeneous carbonate-based system involving
H2O2 as oxidant.10

Rapid, large-amplitude, periodic oscillations in pH and
potential were obtained using chlorite concentrations in the
range: [ClO2

-]0 ) 3.00-7.00 mM. The [ClO2
-]0:[SO3

2-]0 ratio
where oscillations were observed varied from 1.30 (at lower
concentrations) to 2.64 (at higher concentrations). The maximum
amplitude of observed oscillations under all conditions used was
about 1.9 pH units and 210 mV.

Figure 1a,b shows an experimental result obtained in a CSTR
with 5.00 mM ClO2

- and 2.00 mM SO32-, along with the above
amounts of CO32- and H+. Rather high-frequency oscillations
were found, the period ranging from 6 to 8 s at lowk0 (reciprocal
residence time) to 10-12 s at highk0. Also, thek0 required for
oscillations was relatively high, ranging from (0.6-2) × 10-2

s-1.
Often, only SSI or SSII was observed, where SSI is the basic

steady state (at highk0) and SSII is the acidic steady state (at
low k0). Very rapid, small-amplitude, aperiodic oscillations
generally occurred about the steady state. Under certain condi-
tions, bistability between SSI and SSII (or even between SSI
and the oscillatory state) was found.

Figure 1. Measured oscillations in potential of a platinum electrode
(a) and in pH (b); calculated pH oscillations with rate constants as in
Table 2 (c). Input concentrations: [ClO2

-]0 ) 5.00× 10-3 M; [SO3
2-]0

) 2.00× 10-3 M; [CO3
2-]0 ) 2.00× 10-4 M; [H +]0 ) 3.40× 10-4

M. k0 ) 1.55× 10-2 s-1.
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It should be mentioned that some difficulty was experienced
in duplicating the oscillations experimentally. When it was
discovered that carbonate was not necessary in order to obtain
oscillations, our attention shifted to the non-carbonate-based
system, so this matter was not fully resolved.

NaClO2-Na2SO3-H2SO4 System. In the non-carbonate-
based system, regular, large-amplitude oscillations in pH and
potential were found in both the F- and T-branches over a
limited concentration range. It was necessary to use somewhat
lower concentrations of reactants than in the presence of
carbonate. The range of [ClO2

-]0 giving oscillations was 1.25-
4.00 mM. In all cases where oscillations were observed, the
[ClO2

-]0:[SO3
2-]0 ratio was 1.74. The range of [H+]0 required

was (3.13-8.98)× 10-5 M. Typically, the [SO3
2-]0:[H+]0 ratio

used was 22.8, with a range of 20-28.
Compared to the carbonate-based oscillator, the oscillations

in this system are of larger amplitude and longer period. The
largest amplitudes observed were nearly 2.5 pH units and 420
mV. Periods generally ranged from about 30-120 s. Oscillations
in the F-branch usually were found at lowerk0 values (<5 ×
10-3 s-1), while those in the T-branch were at higherk0 (>6 ×
10-3 s-1).

Figures 2 and 3 show oscillations in pH and potential for
two different CSTR experiments. The nature of the peaks varies
considerably with the conditions. Compare the relatively sharp
symmetrical peaks found in Figure 2 to the rather broad
unsymmetrical peaks in Figure 3. Of special note is the bursting

behavior shown in the latter peaks on the return to SSI.
Interestingly, expansion of the curves in Figure 2 reveals similar
bursting behavior, but on an accelerated time scale.

In addition to the bursting effect, other complex dynamical
behavior was observed in the chlorite-sulfite pH oscillator.
Bistability was found, not only between SSI and SSII but also
between SSI and the oscillatory state. Aperiodic oscillations
often occurred in one branch or the other. In certain instances
there appeared to be evidence for birhythmicity.

Another unusual phenomenon for which there is some
evidence is the possible existence of a third steady state, SSIII.
In more than one experiment, shortly after the T-branch was
started at a very low flow rate, the pH increased to 9.5-10.
This range is at least one pH unit higher than that generally
found for SSI. Where this was observed, the pH eventually
dropped significantly and either periodic or aperiodic oscillations
between SSI and SSII ensued.

Finally, another rare observation was made in studying the
batch reaction. Damped oscillations in pH and potential were
obtained. The number of peaks observed ranged from 2 to 4,
depending on reactant concentrations. Figure 4 shows the results
of a batch experiment using the same concentrations of ClO2

-

and SO3
2- as in the CSTR run corresponding to Figure 2. A

lower concentration of H+ was required in the batch reaction,
however. Although batch oscillations were found under various
conditions, the rapidity of the reactions made it difficult to
duplicate the results quantitatively.

Discussion

NaClO2-Na2SO3-Na2CO3-H2SO4 System.One approach
to simulating the carbonate-based pH oscillator is to model it
after the corresponding system where H2O2 is the oxidant,10

rather than ClO2-. The mechanism proposed for this system is
given in Table 1 and consists of chlorite-sulfite subsystem A
and the carbonate subsystem. Corresponding rate equations and
rate constants are found in Table 2.

Reactions 1, 8, and 9 from chlorite-sulfite subsystem A all
involve oxidation of S(IV) species by ClO2- in reactions that
parallel those with H2O2 as oxidant. The values for rate constants
k1, k8, andk9 were not available in the literature, but have been
determined recently by Rushing and Thompson.22 It may be
noted thatk8 and k9 are about 7 and 15 times as large,
respectively, as their counterparts with H2O2 as oxidant.10 On
the other hand,k1 is difficult to measure because of the slowness

Figure 2. Measured oscillations in potential of a platinum electrode
(lower) and in pH (upper). Input concentrations: [ClO2

-]0 ) 2.00×
10-3 M; [SO3

2-]0 ) 1.15 × 10-3 M; [H +]0 ) 5.04 × 10-5 M. k0 ×
102, s-1: 1.2 (a); 1.3 (b); 1.4 (c); 1.6 (d); 1.7 (e).

Figure 3. Measured oscillations in potential of a platinum electrode
(lower) and in pH (upper). Input concentrations: [ClO2

-]0 ) 1.50×
10-3 M; [SO3

2-]0 ) 8.63 × 10-4 M; [H +]0 ) 4.42 × 10-5 M. k0 ×
103, s-1: 7.2 (a); 8.0 (b); 9.2 (c).

Figure 4. Measured responses in pH (a) and in potential of a platinum
electrode (b) for batch reaction. Reactant concentrations: [ClO2

-]0 )
2.00× 10-3 M; [SO3

2-]0 ) 1.15× 10-3 M; [H +]0 ) 3.16× 10-5 M.
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of reaction 1, and is about 17 times smaller than the corre-
sponding rate constant for the reaction involving H2O2. Reac-
tions 8 and 9 are significant sources of positive feedback,
especially the latter reaction, which is autocatalytic in H+.

The Cl(I) species generated by reactions 1, 8, and 9 serve as
a source of additional feedback, both positive and negative.
Margerum et al.23 have measured rate constants for the very
fast reaction of HOCl and SO32- to form the chlorosulfate ion,
ClSO3

-. They propose a mechanism involving reversible Cl+

transfer to sulfur via the reactive intermediate, HOClSO3
2-,

which then decomposes to ClSO3
- and OH-. This negative

feedback is followed by the relatively slow hydrolysis of
ClSO3

-, which is accompanied by release of H+. These
processes are represented by reactions 3-5 in Table 1.

Just as in the H2O2 system, dehydration of H2CO3 (reaction
12) in the carbonate subsystem is the main source of negative
feedback. This process causes the acid-base equilibrium
reactions 10 and 11 involving HCO3- and CO3

2- to shift in the
H+-consuming direction. Reactions 2, 6, and 7 also involve rapid
acid-base equilibria in which a similar shift occurs.

The rate equations given in Table 2 were integrated numeri-
cally using the previously described SIMULATE program.10

Calculated oscillations in pH are shown in Figure 1c for the
same conditions as those used experimentally. The general

features of the experimental oscillations can be simulated rather
well, although not quantitatively.

Simulated oscillations in pH are obtained over a flow rate
range of k0 ) (0.552-2.14) × 10-2 s-1, which compares
favorably with the experimental range given above. Fairly good
agreement is found between the calculated and experimental
period of oscillations in the middle portion of thek0 range, but
not near the extremes. Calculatedk0 values are too small at the
lower end, and too large at the upper end, of the flow rate range.

A comparison of the concentrations of key reaction species
is of interest. Calculations show that [H+], [HOCl], [H2CO3],
and [CO2] all increase substantially during an oscillation, while
at the same time [SO32-], [HSO3

-], and [CO3
2-] experience a

sharp decrease. The [HOClSO3
2-] and [ClSO3

-] are never very
large, but they do show a gradual increase until the oscillation
occurs, followed by a more rapid drop about 2 s later.
Interestingly, a small overshoot can be seen during this drop in
concentration.

The interplay between reactions 3-5 and reactions 8 and 9
is critical in accounting for the required feedback in this pH
oscillator. The key intermediate in switching back and forth
between these processes clearly is HOCl. After it is produced
either directly or indirectly by reactions 8 and 9, it then switches
on reactions 3-5. It is not coincidental that the calculations
mentioned above show a change in [HOCl] of over 4 orders of
magnitude during an oscillation.

NaClO2-Na2SO3-H2SO4 System.The mechanism proposed
for the chlorite-sulfite pH oscillator is given in Table 3, while
corresponding rate equations and rate constants are shown in
Table 4. The model includes reactions 1-9 (chlorite-sulfite
subsystem A) from the chlorite-sulfite-carbonate pH oscillator,
and reactions 13-22 (chlorite-sulfite subsystem B). Rate
constants are known for most of the latter set of reactions, but

TABLE 1: Reaction Mechanism for the
Chlorite-Sulfite-Carbonate pH Oscillator

no. reaction

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem A
(1) ClO2

- + SO3
2- f OCl- + SO4

2-

(2) OCl- + H+ T HOCl
(3) HOCl + SO3

2- T HOClSO3
2-

(4) HOClSO3
2- f ClSO3

- + OH-

(5) ClSO3
- + H2O f Cl- + 2H+ + SO4

2-

(6) OH- + H+ T H2O
(7) SO3

2- + H+ T HSO3
-

(8) ClO2
- + HSO3

- f HOCl + SO4
2-

(9) ClO2
- + HSO3

- + H+ f OCl- + 2H+ + SO4
2-

Carbonate Subsystem
(10) CO3

2- + H+ T HCO3
-

(11) HCO3
- + H+ T H2CO3

(12) H2CO3 T CO2 + H2O

TABLE 2: Rate Equations and Rate Constant Values for
the Chlorite-Sulfite-Carbonate pH Oscillator

rate equations rate constants at 25°C ref

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem A
R1 ) k1[ClO2

-][SO3
2-] k1 ) 1.2× 10-2 M-1 s-1 22

R2 ) k2[OCl-][H +] k2
a ) 1 × 1011 M-1 s-1 38

R-2 ) k-2[HOCl] k-2
a ) 3 × 103 s-1 38

R3 ) k3[HOCl][SO3
2-] k3 ) 5.0× 109 M-1 s-1 23

R-3 ) k-3[HOClSO3
2-] k-3 ) 5.6× 106 s-1 23

R4 ) k4[HOClSO3
2-] k4 ) 1.0× 106 s-1 23

R5 ) k5[ClSO3
-] k5 ) 2.7× 102 s-1 23

R6 ) k6[OH-][H +] k6 ) 1.0× 1011M-1 s-1 10
R-6 ) k-6[H2O] k-6[H2O] ) 1.0× 10-3 M s-1 10
R7 ) k7[SO32-][H+] k7 ) 5.0× 1010 M-1 s-1 10
R-7 ) k-7[HSO3

-] k-7 ) 3.0× 103 s-1 10
R8 ) k8[ClO2

-][HSO3
-] k8 ) 24.7 M-1 s-1 22

R9 ) k9[ClO2
-][HSO3

-][H +] k9 ) 2.19× 108 M-2 s-1 22

Carbonate Subsystem
R10 ) k10[CO3

2-][H +] k10 ) 1 × 1011 M-1 s-1 10
R-10 ) k-10[HCO3

-] k-10 ) 4.8 s-1 10
R11 ) k11[HCO3

-][H +] k11 ) 5 × 1010 M-1 s-1 10
R-11 ) k-11[H2CO3] k-11 ) 8.6× 106 s-1 10
R12 ) k12[H2CO3] k12 ) 16.5 s-1 10
R-12 ) k-12[CO2] k-12 ) 4.3× 10-2 s-1 10

a Based onKa ) 3.0 × 10-8 M for HOCl.

TABLE 3: Reaction Mechanism for the Chlorite-Sulfite pH
Oscillator

no. reaction

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem A
reactions 1-9 from Table 1

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem B
(13) ClSO3

- + HOCl f Cl2SO3 + OH-

(14) Cl2SO3 + H2O f Cl2 + 2H+ + SO4
2-

(15) Cl2 + H2O f HOCl + Cl- + H+

(16) Cl2 + ClO2
- f Cl2O2 + Cl-

(17) ClSO3
- + ClO2

- f Cl2O2 + SO3
2-

(18) Cl2O2 + SO3
2- + H2O f 2HOCl + SO4

2-

(19) Cl2O2 + ClO2
- f 2•ClO2 + Cl-

(20) •ClO2 + SO3
2- T ClO2

- + SO3
•-

(21) SO3
•- + SO3

•- f S2O6
2-

(22) SO3
•- + SO3

•- + H2O f HSO3
- + H+ + SO4

2-

TABLE 4: Rate Equations and Rate Constant Values for
the Chlorite-Sulfite pH Oscillator

rate equations rate constants at 25°C ref

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem A
rate equations and rate constants from Table 2

Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem B
R13 ) k13[ClSO3

-][HOCl] k13 ) 7.5× 107 M-1 s-1 this work
R14 ) k14[Cl2SO3] k14 ) 0.20 s-1 this work
R15 ) k15[Cl2] k15 ) 11.0 s-1 32
R16 ) k16[Cl2][ClO2

-] k16 ) 2 × 103 M-1 s-1 27
R17 ) k17[ClSO3

-][ClO2
-] k17 ) 1.7× 105 M-1 s-1 this work

R18 ) k18[Cl2O2][SO3
2-] k18 ) 9.4× 107 M-1 s-1 this work

R19 ) k19[Cl2O2][ClO2
-] k19 ) 5.4× 104 M-1 s-1 32

R20 ) k20[•ClO2][SO3
2-] k20 ) 2.82× 106 M-1 s-1 22

R-20 ) k-20[ClO2
-][SO3

•-] k-20 ) 1.3× 103 M-1 s-1 24
R21 ) 2k21[SO3

•-]2 2k21 ) 6.2× 108 M-1 s-1 25
R22 ) 2k22[SO3

•-]2 2k22 ) 1.1× 109 M-1 s-1 25
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not for reactions 13, 14, 17, and 18. Thesek values are estimated
by numerical simulation, as described below. A number of
different reactions provide feedback to replace that furnished
by the carbonate subsystem. It should be noted that the chlorite-
sulfite pH oscillator requires a lower [H+] than in the presence
of carbonate, so not as much negative feedback is needed.

Reaction 13, involving another Cl+ transfer from HOCl to
sulfur (in ClSO3

-), is a key step, initiating a series of reactions
to generate several important intermediates. Elemental Cl2

formed in reaction 14 produces HOCl and Cl2O2 in reactions
15 and 16, respectively. Another source of Cl2O2 is reaction
17, which also plays the important role of providing feedback
in one of the main reactants, SO3

2-. In reactions 18 and 19,
Cl2O2 reacts with both major reactants to form, respectively,
HOCl and the free-radical intermediate,•ClO2.

Chlorine dioxide has been found to play a significant role in
other chlorite oscillators. In the present case, it reacts reversibly
with sulfite in reaction 20 to give another radical intermediate,
SO3

•-, and to provide feedback in the other main reactant,
ClO2

-.22,24 Finally, the SO3
•- radical anions can dimerize

(reaction 21) or react together to produce HSO3
- and H+

(reaction 22).25 Other reactions, such as that of•ClO2 with SO3
•-,

certainly are possible.
Simulations based on the rate equations and rate constants

in Table 4 are shown in Figure 5a. Oscillations in pH are
calculated for the same conditions as those used experimentally
(see Figure 2). As with the carbonate-based system, the general
features are reproduced, although not quantitatively. Thek0

range for simulated pH oscillations agrees reasonably well with
experiment, but the periods tend to be rather long, especially at
higher flow rates. The model in Table 3 has proved to be useful
also for predicting the reactant concentrations required to
produce oscillations in experiments. Thus far, it appears to be
more reliable for this purpose in the middle range of reactant
concentrations than at the extremes.

The experimental oscillations shown in Figure 3 can be
simulated reasonably well using the rate constants in Table 4.
However, in order to obtain the bursting effect, the rate constants
k13, k17, andk18 need to be adjusted. The resulting simulation is
shown in Figure 5b, along with the rate constant values used.

While the qualitative features of the bursting are reproduced,
this set of rate constants does not give as good a correlation
with experimentalk0 ranges, periods of oscillation, or predicted
reactant concentrations producing oscillations.

Attempts also were made to simulate the oscillations in batch
referred to above. Using the conditions described in Figure 4
and the rate constant values given in Table 4, it was possible to
reproduce the approximate pH changes and time scale for
reaction. However, only inflections in the pH-time curve were
obtained, but not oscillations. It is reasonable to expect that
further refinements in the model, or improvements in the
adjustable rate constant values, ultimately may lead to successful
simulation of oscillations in a closed system.

When concentrations of key species are calculated from the
rate equations and rate constants in Table 4, an interesting
observation can be made. The concentration of•ClO2 increases
greatly (approaching 10-5 M) during an oscillation, even more
so than [HOCl]. Using the rate constants in Table 4, we find
[•ClO2] increases by more than 3 orders of magnitude; with the
adjustedk values used in Figure 5b, the increase is more than
5 orders of magnitude. In the latter case,•ClO2 is also the species
undergoing the greatest fluctuation during the rapid-oscillation
phase in the bursting phenomenon. Other species showing
significant fluctuation are HOCl and the proposed intermediate
Cl2SO3. It appears that chlorine dioxide plays an important role
in this chlorite oscillator as in some others previously reported.

Comparison to ClO2
--I- Reaction.Because the chlorite-

iodide system is perhaps the best understood of the chlorite
oscillators, it was thought to be useful to compare it to the
present system. Let us consider first Chlorite-Sulfite Subsystem
A. Although it is difficult to draw an exact parallel between
the ClO2

--I- and ClO2
--SO3

2- reactions, they do have in
common the production of Cl(I) as either HOCl or OCl-. The
most striking parallel, however, comes in comparing the
reactions of HOCl with I- and SO3

2-.
In addition to the mechanistic study done on the HOCl-

SO3
2- system referred to above,23 Margerum et al.26 have

thoroughly investigated the mechanism of the HOCl-I- reac-
tion. They have shown that similar reversible Cl+ transfer
reactions involving HOCl occur with both I- and SO3

2-, forming
HOClI- and HOClSO3

2-, respectively. The iodide reaction,
along with measured rate constants, is

Comparing rate constants for the parallel reactions, we see that
k3 (given in Table 2) is more than an order of magnitude greater
thank3′, consistent with the fact that SO3

2- is a better nucleophile
than I-.

Margerum et al.26 propose that HOClI- decomposes to form
a new intermediate ICl, which then undergoes a rather slow,
reversible hydrolysis reaction.

Again comparing to parallel reactions involving SO3
2-, we note

thatk4 andk4′ are of the same order of magnitude, as arek5 and
k5′. One difference between reactions 5 and 5′, however, is that
reaction 5 is not reversible since the highly stable SO4

2- is
formed.

Figure 5. Calculated pH oscillations with experimental concentrations
as in Figure 2,k0 ) 1.70 × 10-2 s-1, and rate constants as in Table
4(a); and with experimental concentrations as in Figure 3,k0 ) 1.00×
10-2 s-1, and rate constants as in Table 4, exceptk13 ) 9.90 × 108

M-1 s-1, k17 ) 1.82× 105 M-1 s-1, andk18 ) 4.45× 108 M-1 s-1 (b).

HOCl + I- T HOClI-;
k3′ ) 4.3× 108 M-1 s-1; k-3′ ) 1.9× 106 s-1 (3′)

HOClI- f ICl + OH-; k4′ ) 9((3) × 105 s-1 (4′)

ICl + H2O T HOI + Cl- + H+;

k5′ ) 1.0× 102 s-1; k-5′ ) 1 × 106 M-2 s-1 (5′)
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Going on to chlorite-sulfite subsystem B, we see that the
sum of reactions 13 and 14 can be represented by the net
reaction

Reaction 13′′ can be compared to the corresponding reaction
involving iodide.

Based on relative rate constants, the difference in reactivity with
HOCl between ICl and ClSO3- appears to be much greater than
between I- and SO3

2-.
Another comparison that can be made is in the reaction

between Cl2O2 and reductant to regenerate HOCl. Reaction 18
involving SO3

2- can be compared to the proposed reaction of
Cl2O2 with I2 as reductant27

The order of magnitude ofk18 required in our simulations
suggests that SO32- is much more reactive toward Cl2O2 than
is I2.

Comparison to •ClO2-I- Reaction. In chlorite-sulfite
subsystem B, chlorine dioxide is produced from Cl2O2 and
ClO2

- in reaction 19. This reaction is not considered essential
to the chlorite-iodide oscillator, but does play a role if ClO2

-

is in large excess. If one starts with•ClO2, or if a significant
amount of it is produced by reaction 19, the following reaction
with I- becomes important:

The parallel reaction of•ClO2 with SO3
2- is reaction 20. One

difference between the reactions is that reaction 20 is found to
be reversible, while in the model for the•ClO2-I- oscillator,
the complicated kinetics of the reverse of reaction 20′ are not
included. Another difference is thatk20 for the sulfite reaction22

is nearly 500 times as large ask20′. Finally, it is noted that the
product of reaction 20′ is molecular (I2), rather than a radical
anion (SO3

•-) as in reaction 20. However, assuming that I• is
actually formed instead of1/2I2 in reaction 20′ and that two I•

radicals then combine very rapidly in reaction 21′,28 the overall
stoichiometry can be compared directly to that obtained in the
case of reactions 20 and 21 for sulfite.

It was mentioned above that bursting behavior was observed
under certain conditions, such as in Figure 3. We believe this
is likely due mainly to the•ClO2-SO3

2- reaction. Precedent
for this conclusion is to be found with the•ClO2-I- reaction
in a CSTR.29 Injection of superthreshold amounts of either
chlorite ion or chlorine dioxide resulted in transient oscillations
following a period of very low [I-]. With periodic stimulation,
bursts of oscillations are produced resembling those found in
neurons. This can be accomplished by physical or chemical
coupling, or by reciprocal stimulation, a method intended to be
an approximation of mutual inhibitory synaptic connection.30

The simulation in Figure 5b shows qualitatively what is
observed experimentally in Figure 3. Regular alternating periods
of large-amplitude oscillations and small, rapid oscillations are
found. This suggests either chemical coupling of two or more

subsystems, each of which is capable of independent oscillations,
or else production of superthreshold amounts of ClO2

- or
•ClO2 which periodically stimulates the system to produce bursts
of oscillations. The calculations referred to above show that large
fluctuations in•ClO2 occur during oscillations, thus making this
the most likely species responsible if the latter scenario holds.

Comparison to General Model. In addition to the above
comparisons to specific reactions involving iodide ion, it is
useful to compare our proposed mechanism to the general model
of Rabai and Orban.17 The general model for chlorite-based
oscillators can result in oscillations and chaos for certain values
of rate constants, reactant concentrations, and flow rate. This
model has been analyzed subsequently by Epstein et al.31 over
a wide range of parameters. Unlike the proposed mechanism
for the chlorite-iodide oscillator, where iodide ions play the
critical role and chlorite ions a secondary one, the general model
assumes the feedback process originates from the chlorite. A
summary of the reactions proposed in the general model is given
in Table 5, along with corresponding rate equations.

Reaction M1, where R) SO3
2-, can be compared to the sum

of reactions 1 and 2 in Table 1. Both involve a slow step having
the main function of initiating the autocatalytic path producing
HOCl. One important difference is that the general model does
not allow for autocatalysis in H+, while chlorite-sulfite
subsystem A in our model does. Reaction M2 was considered
also in our model, but was not included since it had no
significant effect on the simulations. Apparently, reactions 16
and 17 in Table 3 are much more important sources of
intermediate Cl2O2 than is reaction M2.

A good comparison can be made between reaction M3 of
the general model and reaction 18 in chlorite-sulfite subsystem
B. The specific rate constant values used for these reactions
have a significant effect on the predicted dynamical behavior
in both models. Whereas simulations for the general model used
a kM3 value of 1× 105 M-1 s-1, we found it necessary to use
a k18 value about 3 orders of magnitude larger. Since the value
of kM3 is acknowledged to be dependent upon the specific
reductant R, this is not necessarily an inconsistency.

Reaction M4, considered an important step in the general
model, has the same stoichiometry as the sum of reactions 3,
4, and 5 in our model. The analogy falls short though, since
M4 is considered an elementary step. Also, the value ofkM4

needs to be relatively low (1× 104 M-1 s-1) so that the supply
of HOCl is not depleted, thus terminating the autocatalytic cycle.
This is in contrast to our model, where the autocatalytic cycle
is preserved by means of the rather slow hydrolysis reaction

ClSO3
- + HOCl f Cl2 + SO4

2- + H+ (13′′)

ICl + HOCl f Cl2 + HOI; k13′ ) 3 × 104 M-1 s-1 (13′)

Cl2O2 + I2 + 2H2O f 2HOCl + 2HOI;

k18′ ) 1 × 105 M-1 s-1 (18′)

•ClO2 + I- f ClO2
- + 1/2I2; k20′ ) 6 × 103 M-1 s-1 (20′)

I• + I• f I2; k21′ ) 1 × 109 M-1 s-1 (21′)

TABLE 5: General Model for Chlorite Ion Based Chemical
Oscillators

no. reaction

(M1) ClO2
- + R + H+ f HOCl + RO

(M2) ClO2
- + HOCl + H+ f Cl2O2 + H2O

(M3) Cl2O2 + R + H2O f 2HOCl + RO
(M4) HOCl + R f RO + Cl- + H+

(M5) Cl2O2 + ClO2
- f 2•ClO2 + Cl-

(M6) Cl2O2 + H2O f ClO3
- + Cl- + 2H+

rate equations rate constants at 25°C
RM1 ) kM1[ClO2

-][R] kM1
a ) 0.1 M-1 s-1

RM2 ) kM2[ClO2
-][HOCl] kM2

a ) 1 × 104 M-1 s-1

RM3 ) kM3[Cl2O2][R] kM3 ) 2 × 105 M-1 s-1

RM4 ) kM4[HOCl][R] kM4 ) 1 × 104 M-1 s-1

RM5 ) kM5[Cl2O2][ClO2
-] kM5

b ) 2 × 104 M-1 s-1

RM6 ) kM6[Cl2O2] kM6 ) 10.5 s-1

a These rate constants include a constant proton concentration.
b Corrected as in ref 17.
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involving ClSO3
-. Further, significant amounts of HOCl are

regenerated directly or indirectly by reactions 8, 9, and 15 in
our model.

The formation of•ClO2 by reaction of Cl2O2 and ClO2
- is

considered to be important in both models (cf. reactions M5
and 19). One difference, however, is in the rate constant values
used. The general model assumes a value of 2× 104 M-1 s-1

for kM5, whereas we base our value fork19 on the conclusion
by Peintler et al.32 thatkM5/kM6 ) 5.4× 104 M-1, wherekM6 )
1-10 s-1. We assumed akM6 value of 1 s-1 in estimatingk19

to be 5.4× 104 M-1 s-1.
Reaction M6 corresponds to the hydrolysis of Cl2O2 in a

disproportionation reaction giving ClO3- and Cl-, along with
H+. Calculations showed that this reaction could be omitted
from our model without significantly affecting the simulated
behavior of the system.

Chemical Coupling. The bursting behavior resulting from
periodic stimulation of the•ClO2-I- reaction, such as when
two CSTRs are physically coupled, was discussed above. One
of the best understood systems involving chemically coupled
oscillators is that of BrO3--ClO2

--I- in a CSTR.33 With
chemical coupling, two or more subsystems independently
capable of giving oscillations are linked through a common
species, in a single vessel.

Although the ClO2
--SO3

2--H+ system may at first seem
too simple for chemical coupling to occur, we have devised
two subsystems which in principle are capable of independent
oscillations. The core I oscillator consists of chlorite-sulfite
subsystem A, along with reactions 13 and 14 of chlorite-sulfite
subsystem B. Note that this oscillator does not require the
presence of•ClO2. Simulations using this model are shown in
Figure 6a for the same reactant concentrations as in Figure 3,
but with k0 ) 2.00× 10-3 s-1. The same rate constant values
as in Table 4 were used, except thatk13 was increased to a value
approaching the diffusion-controlled limit (3× 109 M-1 s-1).
This subsystem gives pH oscillations similar to those found
experimentally, except they are of significantly lower frequency.

The core II oscillator consists of all but reactions 8 and 9 of
chlorite-sulfite subsystem A, and all of chlorite-sulfite sub-
system B. Because two of the main reactions responsible for
positive feedback in H+ now have been omitted from the overall
mechanism in Table 3, pH oscillations are not obtained, but
oscillations in pClO2 do occur. Simulations based on this model
are shown in Figure 6b under the conditions given there, using
the same rate constants as in Table 4. The very small period of

ca. 1.5 s (similar to that observed in the batch reaction) for the
pClO2 oscillations is striking. We suggest the possibility that
the complex oscillations observed experimentally in Figure 3
may be attributed to coupling of two core oscillatorssthe low-
frequency pH oscillator and the high-frequency pClO2 oscillator.
The former accounts for the large-amplitude oscillations and
the latter accounts for the small, rapid oscillations in the bursting
phenomenon.

One type of complex behavior shown by physically coupled
systems, such as the•ClO2-I- reaction, and by systems which
are chemically coupled, such as that of BrO3

--ClO2
--I-, is

the phenomenon of period-adding. This involves a regular
increase in the number of small oscillations following the large
one, as an experimental parameter such ask0 is changed.
Interestingly, it is possible to simulate such behavior in the case
of the present system.

Figure 7 shows simulated pH oscillations under the same
experimental conditions as in Figure 3. The specific rate constant
values used are the same as in Figure 5. As the value ofk0 is
increased regularly, the period-adding effect is very clear. Note
that apparently chaotic behavior (panel b) is shown as part of
this sequence. This is similar to what was found with the
BrO3

--ClO2
--I- system.34 One difference between the sys-

tems, however, is that the latter shows period-adding ask0 is
decreased, whereas in our system period-adding requires that
k0 be increased.

Another type of complex behavior suggested by the simula-
tions in Figures 5b and 7 is that of compound oscillations. These
occur when one small-amplitude oscillation appears to be tacked
onto each large-amplitude one. Further, in Figure 7 one observes
a very unusual feature also shown by the BrO3

--ClO2
--I-

system. This involves periodic behavior consisting of one
compound oscillation Cn followed by n small-amplitude oscil-
lations.

Figure 6. Calculated pH oscillations for core I oscillator with
experimental concentrations as in Figure 3,k0 ) 2.00× 10-3 s-1, and
rate constants as in Table 4, exceptk13 ) 3 × 109 M-1 s-1 (a); and
calculated pClO2 oscillations for core II oscillator with [ClO2-]0 ) 3.50
× 10-3 M, [SO3

2-]0 ) 1.15× 10-3 M, [H+]0 ) 1.20× 10-4 M, k0 )
2.00× 10-3 s-1, and rate constants as in Table 4(b).

Figure 7. Calculated pH oscillations with experimental concentrations
as in Figure 3 and rate constants as in Figure 5b.k0 × 103, s-1: 3.00
(a); 4.07 (b); 4.50 (c); 5.25 (d); 5.85 (e); 6.40 (f); 10.5 (g).
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Conclusions

To summarize, this work has resulted in several new
discoveries. Our original goal of constructing a new homoge-
neous carbonate-based pH oscillator was achieved. We also have
added to the list of known chlorite-based oscillators. More
specifically, we report here the first chlorite-based pH oscillator.
Depending on one’s approach to the taxonomy of chemical
oscillators, one could perhaps make the case that the chlorite-
sulfite pH oscillator represents a new subclass of chlorite
oscillator. However, as mentioned above, a chlorite-based
oscillator involving IO3

- or I2 as an oxidant and SO32- as a
reductant was first discovered nearly 20 years ago.20 One thing
that seems clear is that the ClO2

--SO3
2- system represents a

new minimal or prototype chlorite oscillator, taking its place
alongside the ClO2--I- oscillator.

In spite of the complexity of the nonlinear dynamics found
in the chlorite-sulfite system, this may be the simplest, and
best understood mechanistically, sulfur-based chlorite oscillator.
Perhaps in the future it may help account for the behavior of
other sulfur-based chlorite oscillators (e.g., with S2-, SCN-,
S2O3

2-, or TU). One other benefit of the present study is the
introduction of new reactions involving sulfur and chlorine
species and the suggestion of the existence of a new intermedi-
ate, Cl2SO3. It has also provided the incentive for the measure-
ment, or at least the estimation, of previously unknown rate
constants. Finally, in terms of the basic components, the
chlorite-sulfite pH oscillator may be the simplest “single
oscillator” to demonstrate chemical coupling.

Future Directions

Although a great deal has been learned about how this pH
oscillator works, there is much more to be done. Further CSTR
studies over a wide range of reactant concentrations are needed
to obtain the phase diagram(s) necessary to characterize fully
the various types of behavior observed in this system. Further,
it will be useful to investigate the batch reaction under additional
conditions, such as with lower reactant concentrations where
the reaction is slower, to confirm that it represents what would
be the first pH oscillator in a closed system. The above work is
presently underway in our laboratory.

The simulated period-adding effect involving compound
oscillations and possible chaos shown in Figure 7 suggests that
a systematic search for such experimental behavior would be
in order. The apparent chemical coupling in our system also
suggests investigations of the core oscillators proposed above.
The subsystem involving pH oscillations could be studied under
conditions where the role of•ClO2 is insignificant. This implies
the possibility of observing pH oscillations where ClO2

- is not
in large excess over SO32-, or perhaps even where sulfite is in
excess. On the other hand, the subsystem involving oscillations
in pClO2 (but not in pH) could be studied under rather acidic
conditions, where buffering occurs, and with a very large excess
of ClO2

-. The latter subsystem also suggests the possibility of
finding a new chemical oscillator involving SO3

2- (in a CSTR
if not in batch), where•ClO2 is substituted for ClO2- as one of
the principal components. Considering the parallel with the
•ClO2-I- reaction as described above, this would not be
surprising.

It should be pointed out that it may not be possible to observe
experimental oscillations for one or both core oscillators, even
though simulations show otherwise. An example of this is the
hydrogen peroxide-thiosulfate-sulfite flow system.35 One of
the core oscillators found to give calculated pH oscillations
involves the H2O2-S2O3

2- subsystem. However, no oscillations

can be found experimentally under isothermal conditions. Only
in the presence of a catalytic amount of Cu2+ are pH oscillations
observed.

One obvious area for future study involving the chlorite-
sulfite system is that of spatiotemporal oscillations. Such
behavior has been observed with both the chlorite-iodide-
malonic acid (CIMA) and chlorine dioxide-iodide-malonic
acid (CDIMA) reactions.36,37 Both of these systems also show
oscillations in batch. The similarities between sulfite and iodide
in their reactions with chlorite, as mentioned above, suggest
the possibility of obtaining such phenomena as Turing patterns
and propagating pH fronts with the sulfite-based system. This
seems especially likely because of the feedback processes
regenerating S(IV) species in our proposed mechanism. The
main purpose of the malonic acid in the CIMA and CDIMA
reactions is to regenerate I-. If spatiotemporal phenomena can
be observed with the chlorite-sulfite reaction, this system would
seem to have a clear advantage over the CIMA and CDIMA
reactions for future studies in terms of the simplicity of both
the components and the mechanism.
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